Analysis and Visualization of Electromagnetic Situation Based on Raster Database
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Abstract—It is with great significance to improve the speed of analysis and visualization of electromagnetic situation. However, the calculation amount of wave propagation involving numbers of radiation sources to form the electromagnetic situation is very large, and directly calculation is time-consuming. In this paper, the raster database is introduced into the calculation and storage of electromagnetic situation. Then, the corresponding isoline tracing algorithm for regular raster structure is given, as well as the isoline smoothing and filling algorithm. At last, the calculation efficiency of the developed method is compared with the previous method under the same electromagnetic environment. In the developed system the calculation time can be shortened from more than 17 hours to 20 minutes, and 100 radiation sources in the application scenario can be calculated and visualized in 1 minute. All of this shows that the electromagnetic situation raster database can significantly improve the system running speed and the data application efficiency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic environment perception is the foundation of all actions in electronic warfare, and it is also the key to gain advantages in fighting for the electromagnetic control [1]. Visualization is an indispensable man-machine communication step in the process of electromagnetic situational perception. Based on the 3-layers electromagnetic situational perception model developed by Endsley including situational factors of extraction, situation understanding and situation forecast, the visualization layer is added by [2]. Situational analysis and visualization functions are included in some spectrum management tool, such as WRAP developed by LuBo in Sweden, the U.S. military’s SPECTRUM XXI and CJSMPT, AREPS[3][4] etc. The functions of analysis and visualization of the calculation results, statistical and display the situation occupation by 2-dimensions are partly included in these tools.

In domestic research about electromagnetic situational perception and visualization is mainly around adding maps, improving the speed and efficiency[5][6]. The basic idea is using the wave propagation model considering the factors such as terrain, weather to calculate the electromagnetic field intensity of each discrete point, and then generate the Delaunay triangulation with its node denoting the discrete point coordinates and field intensity value, then lastly generate electromagnetic situation maps by isoline tracing. The electromagnetic distribution situation, isoline, propagation path, and other forms of electromagnetic environment visualization are implemented in paper [7]. He Jun[8] proposed an improved pushing algorithm to construct the Delaunay triangulation network, and thus improved the generation speed of two-dimensional electromagnetic situation maps. As using GIS map function can simplify the battlefield electromagnetic environment visualization module[9]. In this paper, the raster database is introduced into the calculation of electromagnetic situation to carry forward the visual intuitive of the geographic raster data, at the same time significantly improve the system running speed and the data application efficiency.

II. ELECTROMAGNETIC CALCULATION MODEL AND CALCULATION EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS

There are three sub-problems need to solve to describe the electromagnetic environment based on radiation source perception: 1) modeling with frequency equipment; 2) wave propagation calculation based on the geographic information system; 3) electromagnetic description model of situational elements.

A. Parameter Model Of Frequency Equipment

According to the radiation and receiving properties of equipment, the numerical model of frequency equipment is built by the following four sub-models, and accordingly can be used to predict the radio waves propagation and interference of equipment: (1) Basic models of frequency equipment, provide the model parameters including the type, name, name of radar/communication or other frequency equipments. Based on that, the model parameters of transmitter, receiver, antenna can be viewed. (2) Transmitter model, provide transmitter model parameters such as transmission power, upper and lower frequency, channel interval and the signal bandwidth. (3) the receiver model: provide the upper and lower receive frequency, channel spacing, sensitivity, signal bandwidth, and many other receiver model parameters. (4) antenna model: provide model parameters of whip antenna, logarithmic cycles and other types of antenna such as frequency, gain, sidelobe ratio, horizontal vertical direction graph data of the antenna. The E-R diagram for equipment model is shown in FIGURE 1. The accuracy of electromagnetic environment analysis and visualization depends largely on the accuracy and authenticity of the frequency equipment model. It is necessary to modify the existing antenna model and propagation model according to the
related test data about stations, equipment and actual situation of battlefield.

\[ E = 74.7 + P_t + G_t + G_r - 20 \log d - E_s(p) - A_s \text{(dB µV/m)} \]

(1)

In which \( E_s(p) = 2.6(1 - e^{-d/10})\log(p/50) \), \( A_s = \left[ \gamma_s + \gamma_r(\rho) \right] d \) and \( P_t \) --Transmission power(dBW), \( G_t \)--The transmitting antenna gain(dB), \( G_r \)--The receiving antenna gain(dB), \( d\)--The length of the propagation(dB), \( \gamma_s \)--Dry air attenuation, \( \gamma_r(\rho) \)--Water vapor attenuation ratio, \( \rho \)--vapor density(g/m3).

To improve the calculation efficiency, in practice, the propagation model is determined by the characteristics of propagation model including spectrum parameters, operation and environmental parameters, and is rapidly matching to various propagation models among the frequency band form VLF to EHF, and forms a comprehensive prediction model.

C. Description Model Of Electromagnetic Situation Elements

To meet the demand for electromagnetic situation display of operational command or spectrum management personnel, electromagnetic situation will be divided into various granularity electromagnetic elements, such as dot, line, face, or spatial domain, frequency domain, time domain, So as to realize the flexible customization, dynamic combination and hierarchical classification management of electromagnetic elements. In the model, based on the dot, line, face electromagnetic element partition method shown in figure 2, the entity and attributes of frequency equipments are defined as dot situation, while propagation path are defined as line situation and field intensity level are defined as face situation. Then the electromagnetic situation elements are formed by combination of entity sets, and different types of electromagnetic situation elements are collected to form situation layer. After the electromagnetic situational factors are defined within the operational area, the electromagnetic visualization simulation is finally realized by point to face propagation prediction by using the frequency equipment model and the wave propagation model.

D. Calculation Efficiency Analysis

Electromagnetic situation analysis and visualization involves a lot of electromagnetic calculation, including: 1) the electromagnetic signal power density calculation. Based on full frequency field intensity prediction combined with the specified transmitting parameters to calculate the electromagnetic signal power density of an arbitrary point, mainly includes: shortwave, ultra-short wave and microwave field intensity prediction. 2) the field intensity distribution calculation. divide the regional ground into a certain size of squares, calculate the ground field intensity of the center of each square, and thereby get the ground field intensity of the battlefield and the field intensity distribution isoline map of...
different ground path. 3) the frequency distribution of a region. to calculate the field intensity distribution isoline map changing with the frequency in a certain area on the 2-d map, and play it on the map. 4) point spectrum calculation. According to the frequency equipment model, using the propagation model combining the terrain information to analysis field intensity of concern point for equipment within the region, then fuses it as the point spectrum information. 5) radar power area calculation. Combined with radar model parameters and terrain information to analysis the space detection range of radar.

A. The Electromagnetic Raster Data

Raster information database provides a supporting environment for the running and development of military information system[2], there are three aspects about electromagnetic raster database as follows:

1) The establishment of raster database: set a certain location point which is far away from the scenario combat area as the origin of coordinates, let longitude axis be X axis, and latitude axis be Y axis, the height axis be Z axis. Then define the raster spacing according to the requirements, and set up the raster database to identity frequency equipment.

2) Calculation and storage of raster data: estimate the coverage domain of frequency equipment according to its location, frequency and power information to determine the raster locate in the coverage area. Calculate the electromagnetic field intensity for each raster, and then save the raster number and the field intensity together. As long as the basic data of frequency equipment does not change, the next time when the frequency equipment is involved in the situational calculation, the corresponding value can be directly take out from the raster database without calculating again. If the parameters of the frequency equipment is modified during the maintenance of database by operation personnel, the situation data of this frequency equipment will be automatically deleted from the database and you can recalculate the electromagnetic field intensity.

3) The application of raster data: determine the scope of the raster according to the selected region, query frequency equipment and its result, and then synthetic data on the corresponding raster to generate the required electromagnetic situation. In future battlefield, there are a number of "background" radiation sources, most of which are fixed source and civilian radio stations, those radiation sources are the important elements constituting the regional electromagnetic environment. As those source is generally stable, reduce they calculation will greatly save the analysis and computation load of electromagnetic situation. By using radiation sources information with the same or similar antenna and frequency stored in the electromagnetic situation database, the amount of calculation of the signal propagation and attenuation, energy distribution, etc. can also be greatly reduced just by interpolation, and improve the calculation speed.

B. Isoline Tracing Based On The Electromagnetic Raster

The electromagnetic situation raster data needs to be visualized after it is calculated. As there is usually a discrete distance between raster datum, the isoline tracing algorithm and isoline filling algorithm are mainly explored to smooth the raster point.

Assume that the attribute values of regular raster are stored in the array \( S[M+N] \), and each value of isoline is stored in array \( H. S(M, 1) \) represents the value of the upper left corner, while \( S(M, N) \) represents the value of the upper right corner.
The basic process of tracing a space isoline in a regular raster structure[10] is as follows:

1) Step1 search a starting point of an isoline
   Firstly extract an attribute values of an isoline from the array H, and set it as \( H' \). Then compare it with the attribute values of \( M \times N \) raster nodes to decide if there is an isoline pass through the side of the raster. Only when the value of \( H' \) is between the attribute values of the two adjacent raster points, the isoline pass through that edge. The judgment method is

   - if \( (S(i,j) - H')(S(i,j+1) - H') \leq 0 \), the isoline cross the lateral edge;
   - if \( (S(i,j) - H')(S(i+1,j) - H') \leq 0 \), the isoline cross the longitudinal edge.

   judge all of the raster points in the scope, when there is an isoline cross the points \((i, j)\) and \((i+1, j)\), let logic array UNUSED\((i,j)\) be 1, conversely be 0.

2) Step2 Track the equivalent points. The floating rectangular method is used to track the follow-up points of the isoline as shown by figure 2(a). Always let the recently known equivalence point locate in the edge OA of the floating rectangular, and modify the value of \( Z_{b},Z_{c} \), the isoline proceeds in the direction of \( j \) increasing, then T is the end point and output the coordinate of T, then transfer to the starting point of the next isoline. Otherwise, output the coordinate of point T too.

   a) Compute the coordinate of the access point T by linear interpolation method as
      \[
      T = \frac{Z_{o} - H'}{Z_{o} - Z_{i}} \; (Z_{o} - Z_{j})
      \]
      \[
      X = (J-1) + T \cdot JA
      \]
      \[
      Y = (I-1) + T \cdot JA
      \]

   b) Judge whether the point T is the last equivalence point.

As for a open curve, if OA is situated on the edge of the grid, and point T is not the starting point of the isoline, and then it is the end point. For closed curve, if logic array UNUSED\((i,j)\) is 0, and the isoline pass through the grid in the direction of j increasing, then T is the end point and output the coordinate of T, then transfer to the starting point of the next isoline. Otherwise, output the coordinate of point T too.

   c) If the point T is not the end point, then continue tracking the equivalent points
      If the isoline pass through the raster in the increasing direction of j, let UNUSED \((i, j)\) be 0, track down the next equivalence point. When the isoline pass into rectangular OABC as shown by figure 2(b), and T is not the end point, the isoline will pass out of the rectangle from one of the three edges. The judgment rule of the three conditions is as below:

   - if \( Z_{b} \geq H', Z_{c} < H' \), the isoline proceeds in the direction shown by FIGURE III (b)-1;
   - if \( Z_{b} < H', Z_{c} < H' \), the isoline proceeds in the direction as shown by FIGURE III (b)-2;
   - if \( Z_{b} > H', Z_{c} \geq H' \), the isoline proceeds in the direction as shown by FIGURE III (b)-3;
   - if \( Z_{b} < H', Z_{c} \geq H' \), the isoline proceeds in the direction as shown by FIGURE III (c). In this case, turn right is the default direction.

   If another equivalent point of the isoline is determined according to the judgment above, you have to let this equivalence point as the current point, and let it locate on the edge OA of the floating rectangular, and modify the value of \( Z_{o},Z_{i},i,j \), continue the steps above until all equivalent points are executed

2) Step3 Calculate the coordinate values of the intersection point of every edge and isoline, the method is the same as formula (3).

3) Step4 Connect all equivalent points and smoothen them to be an isoline.

C. Isoiline Smoothing And Filling

The RGB color model is used by isoline color filling, the values of “r, g, b” are commonly naturalized between 0 ~ 1 to facilitate the control of color component values. Set \( r_{w}, g_{w}, b_{w} \) as the color component values, and \( r_{s}, g_{s}, b_{s} \) as the corresponding naturalized color component values, then \( r_{s} = r_{w}/255, g_{s} = g_{w}/255, b_{s} = b_{w}/255 \).

Assign the color of the highest attribute value and lowest attribute value for any layer, the color values of other attribute values will be obtained by using linear interpolation. Assume the red, green, and blue value of color corresponding to the lowest attribute value \( z_{\text{min}} \) are \( r_{s}, g_{s}, b_{s} \) respectively, while the red, green, and blue value of color corresponding to the highest attribute value \( z_{\text{max}} \) are \( r_{s}, g_{s}, b_{s} \) respectively. Then, the color component corresponding to attribute value Z can be obtained by the following formula:
\[
\begin{align*}
  r &= r_1 + (r_2 - r_1) \frac{(z - z_{\min})}{(z_{\max} - z_{\min})} \\
  g &= g_1 + (g_2 - g_1) \frac{(z - z_{\min})}{(z_{\max} - z_{\min})} \\
  b &= b_1 + (b_2 - b_1) \frac{(z - z_{\min})}{(z_{\max} - z_{\min})}
\end{align*}
\]

(4)

By isoline tracing algorithm and isoline filling algorithm, the color transition of the generated electromagnetic situation maps is smooth.

IV. Calculation Example and Computational Efficiency Analysis

A electromagnetic situation analysis and visualization system is built based on the method above. The background situation cloud picture and isoline filling cloud picture generated by a series radiation sources are shown in FIGURE IV and FIGURE IV. By the optimization method, the time to calculate the electromagnetic data is significantly reduced. Compared with the previous method under the same electromagnetic environment, the calculation time can be shortened from more than 17 hours to 20 minutes. In this system, 100 radiation sources in the application scenario can be calculated and visualized in 1 minute.

![FIGURE IV. ISOLINE FILLING CLOUD PICTURE](image)

![FIGURE V. ELECTROMAGNETIC SITUATION CLOUD PICTURE](image)

There advantages of applying the raster database in electromagnetic situation calculation and visualization include: 1) improve the efficiency of system operation, with the system operating times increasing, the data size of calculated electromagnetic situation in the database will increase greatly, then the computing speed will be improved significantly. 2) electromagnetic situation of frequency equipment in the key area can be computed and stored in advance before application.

V. Conclusion

It is with great significance to improve the speed of analysis and visualization of electromagnetic situation to its usability. The application of electromagnetic situational raster database make use of the advantages of geographic information system and raster database, and significantly increased the calculation speed and thus lay the foundations of real-time electromagnetic situation monitoring and analysis. For electromagnetic situation real-time monitoring, the electromagnetic radiation source will be the inverse deduced based on multi-source monitoring information and finally format the intuitive situation assessment, then the electromagnetic situation raster database will play a more important role.
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